CALA 21st Century Librarian Seminar
Team Member Report
Seminar Location: Kunming, China
Seminar Dates: From: 7/4/10 to 7/8/10

Your name: Jane Wu

Your topics:

Sustainable Collaborations for OPAL Depository Collections: Meeting the Needs, Bridging the Gaps

Your evaluation of the seminar you have participated:

The conference had a good combination of speakers from U.S. and China. We learned just as much from the Chinese experts as they learned from us. It was great to have one afternoon discussion session to further exchange ideas and comments between the conference participants. The strong support from the local library association, campus administrations, and assistance from different local institutions helped this conference to be a successful one.

Your suggestions:

The overall conference was organized pretty well. Couple suggestions to improve the conference in the future:

1. Include evaluation at the end so all we all know how benefit the conference is and how we were doing so we know what to improve in the future.
2. Improve time control so some session will not go over too much causing the end sessions need to rush and cannot have Q&A time
3. Provide remote control and pointer for PPT so the speakers can move around and interact better with audiences

Report by:

Jane Wu
Associate Professor
System/Government Publication Librarian
Courtright Memorial Library
Otterbein College
Westerville, OH 43081

1 Add more paper as need.